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Motor Control Parameters

[Frequency loop gain]

F418

1 to 150

40

Parameters F418 and [Freq. loop stability] (F419) reduce the speed of the drive’s response to a change in speed command.
The factory setting of these two parameters assumes that the inertia of the load is three times as large as that of the motor shaft.
Adjust these two parameters if the factory setting is not appropriate for the application.
Note: It is possible for the drive’s output frequency to exceed its upper limit (parameter [Max frequency] (FH)) if the acceleration
parameter (ACC or F507) is set to its minimum value.
Increasing the setting of parameter F418 reduces the drive’s response time to changes in the speed reference.

[Freq. loop stability]

F419

Frequency loop stability

1 to 100

20

Increasing the setting of parameter F419 further reduces the drive’s response to changes in the speed reference.

[Motor voltage coef.]

F495

Maximum voltage adjustment coefficient

90 to 120%

104%

Use parameter F495 to limit the drive’s maximum output voltage. Increasing this setting increases torque when the motor is
operated above its rated frequency, but may also cause motor vibration. Do not increase the value of F495 if motor vibrations
occur.

[Saliency Level]

F936

Saliency coefficient for PM motor

0 to 2.55

0

PM type [PM mode selection] (F915) is selected by the saliency level [Saliency Level] (F936)
F936 u 0.2 = high saliency
F936 < 0.2 = low saliency.
Note: This parameter is automatically computed with the setting of [Autotune L q-axis] (F912) and [Autotune L d-axis] (F913)

[PM mode selection]

F915
0
1
2
3
4

PM control mode selection

-

3

[Basic Ctrl]: basic control
[Ctrl Type1]: control type 1 (for IPM, interior-buried Permanent Magnet motor)
[Ctrl Type2]: control type 2 (for IPM, interior-buried Permanent Magnet motor)
[Ctrl Type3]: control type 3 (for IPM / SPM, interior-buried Permanent Magnet motor / Surface-mounted Permanent Magnet motor)
[Ctrl Type4]: control type 4 (for IPM / SPM, interior-buried Permanent Magnet motor / Surface-mounted Permanent Magnet motor)

Refer to the following tables to select the setting of the parameter F915, F915 is selected by the saliency level F936

The saliency level is
high (F936 u 0.2)

- big starting torque is needed.
- for constant torque application.(1)

- big starting torque is not needed.
- for variable torque application (2)

- big starting torque is not needed
- for variable torque application
- motor electrical magnetic noise is
forbidden (3)

F915 = 4 or 2

F915 =1 or 3

F915 =0

The saliency level is
low (F936 < 0.2)

F915 =3

(1) There is some motor electrical magnetic noise at start and low speed area.
(2) There is some motor electrical magnetic noise at start. It can not be started in case of high start-up torque.
(3) It goes opposite direction at start sometimes. It cannot be started in case rotor saliency is high.

Code

F402

Name / Description

Adjustment range

Factory setting

[Auto Torque Boost]

0.0 to 30.0%

According to drive
rating

Use parameter F402 to adjust the amount of automatic torque boost that is applied.

: Automatically
adjusts the
amount of
torque boost.
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Output Voltage (%)

Motor rated voltage

0

Motor Rated Frequency

Output Frequency (Hz)
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F912

[Autotune L q-axis]

q-axis self-inductance

0.01 to 650 mH

10

Axis "q" stator inductance in mH
The setting is replaced by the result of the auto-tuning operation, if it has been performed.
Measured between the neutral and the phase, its value could be differente than the datasheet of the motor.
[Autotune L q-axis] (F912) is defined automatically after activation of [Auto-tuning drive] (F400) = [Tun Dyn. 2] (3)

F913

[Autotune L d-axis]

d-axis self-inductance

0.01 to 650 mH

10

Axis "d" stator inductance in mH
The setting is replaced by the result of the auto-tuning operation, if it has been performed.
Measured between the neutral and the phase, its value could be differente than the datasheet of the motor.
[Autotune L q-axis] (F913) is defined automatically after activation of [Auto-tuning drive] (F400) = [Tun Dyn. 2] (3)

F916

[PM Align cur. Level]

Stabilization at the starting and low speed(for PM)

0 to 100 %

25 %

It might be able to stabilize the motor rotation behavior by the current in D axis at no load when starting or low-speed
If you have a torque jolt, when starting / stopping or low-speed, it is recommended to increased the setting of 916.
If E-20 [Excess torque boost flt] trip occurs at the start, it is recommended to increased the setting of 916.
In the case of F915=0, 1, 2, 3

Current Level (%)

Stabilization current in D axis

F916 to 25 %

0

K*Fn (K*vL)

Rotor speed

In the case of F915=4

Current Level (%)
Stabilization current in D axis

F916 to 25 %

0

K*Fn (K*vL)

Rotor speed

Starting current F916 is set 25% as the default setting,
Limit it to the value of about 75% in the maximum with consideration of copper loss and iron loss of the motor.
If the loss of motor at no load is made decreased, please decrease the value of F916 confirming the stability when starting.

F921

[Init. Pos. Current]

Current for initial position estimation

10 to 150 %

100 %

In case of position detection 3, the current level can be set by this parameter, during the auto-tuning for d axis / q axis inductance,
the maximum current level can be adjusted by this parameter setting.

F420

[Torque

Boost Coef]

Compensation coefficient of torque boost

0 to 200%

90 %

If synchronous or asynchronous motor is used, F420 [Torque Boost Coef] is set to 90%.
If you have a torque jolt, when starting / stopping or low-speed, increase the value of F420
Note:
If E-20 [Excess torque boost flt] trip occurs at the start, it is recommended to be decreased the setting of F420
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Motor Control Parameters

Parameters described in this page can be accessed by the extended menu
Code

Name / Description

[N-S direction]

F914

Method of detection

Adjustment range

Factory setting

0-1

0

N-S Method of detection.
0
1

If F914 = 0, the N-S direction of rotor position is judged by the method of DC offset for position detection.
If F914 = 1, the N-S direction of rotor position is judged by the method of AC offset for position detection.
Note : N-S method of detection is available if [PM mode selection] (F915) is set to [Ctrl Type1] (1) or [Ctrl Type2] (2)

[PM Max torq. Ctrl]

F917
0
1

F918

Max torque control activation (for IPM)

0-1

1

- 45.0 to 45.0

0

[0] : Deactivation
[1] : Activation

[Cur. phase adjt]

It is possible to aim the higher efficiency in the case of IPM (Interior Permanent Magnet), by activation of [PM Max torq. Ctrl] (F917)
which makes required current the minimum, the loss of m otor and driver may be reduced and the efficiency may be attained higher
level.

F920

[Position Adjust]

0 - 150 %

0 = Auto

In case of heavy load, the estimated position can be adjusted by setting this parameter.
Adjustment for position estimation, available if [PM mode selection] (F915) is set to [Ctrl Type2] (2) or |Ctrl Type4] (4).
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